Abstract. Rope Hadronization is a model extending the Lund string hadronization model to describe environments with many overlapping strings, such as high multiplicity pp collisions or AA collisions. Including effects of Rope Hadronization drastically improves description of strange/non-strange hadron ratios as function of event multiplicity in all systems from e + e − to AA. Implementation of Rope Hadronization in the MC event generators Dipsy and Pythia8 is discussed, as well as future prospects for jet studies and studies of small systems.
Introduction
The Lund string model for hadronization [1, 2] is based on the "string" picture of QCD, where the confined colour field between apair moving apart is modelled as a classical string, with tension κ ≈ 1GeV/fm. When it becomes energetically favorable for the string to break into smaller pieces, it breaks according to the Schwinger equation [3] (modified to take transverse degrees of freedom into account) with the probability:
Directly from eq. (1), one obtains suppression of hadrons with strange quark content wrt. hadrons without strange quarks. Factorizing the p ⊥ dependence out, the suppression of strange quarks in the string breaking becomes:
Taking eq. (2) at face value, inserting constituent quark masses of m u ≈ 0.3 GeV and m s ≈ 0.5 GeV, one obtains a suppression factor of ρ ≈ 0.08, which is too small to describe data. In practise one therefore treats ρ as a free parameter, fitted to data from e + e − collisions [4] , along with the rest of the parameters of the fragmentation model. Such sets of parameters are usually referred to as a "tune", taken as a hard constraint on parameter values when making predictions for other collision systems such a pp, pA or AA. One example is the Monash tune [5] for Pythia8 [6] , from which it can be seen that the string model does a good job of described hadron flavours in an e + e − environment. Turning to pp collisions, the picture is somewhat changed. In figure 1 (taken from ref. [7] ), it is shown how the unmodified string picture does not hold even for inclusive ratios of identified particles, when emphasis is put on strangeness. The theoretical curves "Dipsy " and "Pythia8 def." represent unmodified string hadronization, "Pythia8 new" represents a modified colour reconnection scheme in Pythia8 described in ref. [8] (which shall not be mentioned further here), while "Dipsy rope" represents the Rope Hadronization model, which is the subject of these proceedings. 
Rope Hadronization
One crucial assumption behind string hadronization, as described in the previous section, is that strings are allowed to fragment independently of each other. It was early noted that in the dense environment of nuclear collisions, strings might act together coherently to form a stronger "rope" [9, 10] , which would then hadronize with a larger, effective string tension. This idea has been followed by several authors [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , also for pp collisions. In ref. [21] , the rope hadronization model was implemented in the parton shower event generator Dipsy [22] (using Pythia8 for hadronization), and in ref. [23] as a direct plug-in to the Pythia8 MC. The key point of the Rope Hadronization model, is the increase of local string tension. In the Dipsy and Pythia8 implementations this is calculated by calculating the transverse-space overlap of string pieces. Denoting the number of string pieces parallel with the breaking string p, and anti-parallel string pieces q, one finds that the effective string tension (κ) for a break-up becomes:κ
This result is confirmed by lattice calculations indicating that the string tension of an SU(3) multiplet structure scales with the secondary Casimir operator of the multiplet [24] . A key difference between this Rope Hadronization model and other earlier models, is that the effective string tension in eq. (3) is calculated as the difference of the available energy in the full multiplet and the multiplet reached by breaking one string in the rope (i.e replacing p → p − 1). If one instead uses the full multiplet to calculate the effective string tension, effects becomes much too large. Replacing κ withκ in eq. (2), the s-suppression becomesρ = ρ κ/κ , approaching unity asκ grow large, when many strings overlap (in a pp collision at LHC,ρ reaches values of up to ≈ 3ρ).
One should note in particular the importance of multi-strange particles. Especially the φ-meson, consisting of two s-quarks, is important, as its mass is quite similar to the mass of the proton, making it an excellent laboratory for studying whether enhancement with increasing multiplicity is really due to strangeness enhancement, or if it is due to a mass effect, as indicated by some thermodynamical calculations [25] .
Results
In figure 2 , predicted enhancement for several strange and multi-strange hadrons as function of event multiplicity is shown. Results are shown both for the original Dipsy implementation, as well as the Pythia8 implementation (the latter for pp only). The figure can be compared to experimental results obtained by ALICE [26] . Rope Hadronization can be seen to describe strangeness in all systems from e + e − to PbPb well. As noted above, the φ/π ratio is expected to rise, even in pp. As this can serve as a potential discriminator between Rope Hadronization and thermodynamical calculations, the measurement is theoretically well motivated. 
Outlook
Strangeness enhancement has historically been seen as an important observable for QGP formation. In these proceedings it has been shown that the Rope Hadronization mechanism -a microscopic model assuming neither a deconfined nor thermalized plasma -can describe strangeness in collision systems from e + e − to AA. The question which begs to be answered is if such a microscopic model can describe other features usually ascribed to plasma formation, such as flow and jet quenching. Regarding flow, ongoing efforts [27] aims to investigate whether the transverse pressure gradient which is naturally built up due to string overlaps, can be translated into flow. The effects of Rope Hadronization on jets in pp collisions is also worth investigating further [28] , though the Rope Hadronization model is develeoped primarily with soft effects in mind. Finally it is worth mentioning the prospects of looking further into effects even smaller systems, such as central diffractive pp collisions or e + e − collisions at an FCC-ee machine [29] . The absence of a coloured initial state in the latter makes it a valuable precision tool for determining whether collective effects arise from initial state correlations or final state interactions.
